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Abstract
Stackelberg security games (SSGs) have been deployed in a
number of real-world domains. One key challenge in these
applications is the assessment of attacker payoffs which may
not be perfectly known. Previous work has studied SSGs
with uncertain payoffs modeled by interval uncertainty and
provided maximin-based robust solutions. In contrast, in this
work we propose the use of the less conservative minimax
regret decision criterion for such payoff-uncertain SSGs and
present the first algorithms for computing minimax regret for
SSGs. We also address the challenge of preference elicitation,
using minimax regret to develop the first elicitation strategies
for SSGs. Experimental results validate the effectiveness of
our approaches.

Introduction
Defender-attacker Stackelberg security games (SSGs) provide a practical game-theoretic model for security resource
allocation (Conitzer 2012; Basilico et al. 2009; Yin and
Tambe 2012) and have found application in a number of
real-world domains (Tambe 2011; Shieh et al. 2012). However, one recognized area of weakness (Jain et al. 2013) and
potential impediment to their future deployment is attacker
payoff uncertainty. Equilibrium strategies for defenders can
be extremely sensitive to these payoffs, yet they can be extremely difficult to assess, requiring security experts to evaluate the potential impact on lives, property, and economic
activity associated with specific attacks on particular targets.
Even with this effort, this assessment is generally characterized by significant uncertainty.
Recently, optimization techniques have been developed
for solving these payoff-uncertain SSGs. One key approach
uses Bayesian game models, which require a prior distribution over possible attacker payoffs (Kiekintveld et al. 2011;
Yin and Tambe 2012). Unfortunately, in many cases, particularly in counter-terrorism—the major application area of
SSGs—assessing a probabilistic prior can be nearly as difficult as assessing payoffs themselves. Therefore, a second
major approach is to use strict uncertainty, where defender
payoffs are known but attacker payoffs are assumed only to
lie within some interval with no distributional information.
For these Strict Uncertainty Payoff games (SPACs), robust
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optimization methods have been developed using the maximin decision criterion, in which a defender chooses a strategy that maximizes her worst-case utility over possible payoff realizations (Kiekintveld et al. 2013). In this paper, we
will use this SPAC model of SSGs.
Our first contribution is the development of robust optimization methods for SPACs that rely on the minimax regret decision criterion (Savage 1972; Kouvelis and Yu 1997;
Boutilier et al. 2006). Minimax regret focuses on the loss
with respect to decision quality over possible payoff realizations, making decisions with the tightest possible optimality guarantees. Maximin, on the other hand, tends to be
overly conservative by trying to protect against worst-case
payoff realizations without considering the degree to which
the defender’s actions actually impact her utility relative to
the optimal action under full information (Kouvelis and Yu
1997). Minimax regret is arguably a more appropriate robustness measure for dealing with uncertainty, especially for
guaranteeing that decisions have high quality (i.e., close to
optimal). Indeed, minimax regret has not yet been available to policy makers—this work makes it a viable criterion
for generating new, less conservative, candidate defensive
strategies. Unfortunately, operationalizing minimax regret
involves complex, non-convex optimization for which efficient algorithms do not exist. We thus develop novel, efficient algorithms for approximating minimax regret, and offer experimental results demonstrating high solution quality
along with fast runtime.
Our second contribution is a payoff elicitation procedure
that can be used to optimize the defender’s efforts in assessing payoffs, allowing reduction in the uncertainty of
those parameters that most improve decision quality. This
is yet another reason to use minimax regret as our robustness criterion—it has been proven to be a very effective
driver of elicitation in several domains (Boutilier et al. 2004;
Regan and Boutilier 2009). We propose and evaluate several
payoff elicitation strategies.

Background and Related Work
Stackelberg Security Games. In SSGs, a defender allocates m resources to protect a set of T targets from an attacker who will attack one of the targets. A defender mixed
strategy
is a vector x = (x)1≤t≤T , with 0 ≤ xt ≤ 1 and
P
x
≤
m, where xt denotes the probability of protecting
t
t

Targets Def. rew. Def. pen. Adv. rew. Adv. pen.
1
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2
5
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3
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[0, 10]
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P

t (Kiekintveld et al. 2009). Let X = {x : 0 ≤ xt ≤ 1, t xt
≤ m} be the set of feasible defender strategies. The defender
first commits to a mixed strategy, after which the attacker
observes the defender strategy and then attacks a target.
If the attacker attacks t, he receives a reward Rta if the target is unprotected, and a penalty Pta < Rta if it is protected.
Conversely, the defender receives a penalty Ptd in the former
case and a reward Rtd > Ptd in the latter. Given a defender
strategy x and the attacked target t, the expected utilities of
the adversary and the defender, respectively, are:

a

Uta (xt , Rta , Pta ) = Rta (1 − xt ) + Pta xt ;

(1)

Utd (xt , Rtd , Ptd )

(2)

{Rta }t

=
a

Rtd xt

+

Ptd (1

− xt ).

A(x, Ra, P a ) ={t : Uta (xt , Rta , Pta ) ≥ Uta0 (xt0, Rta0, Pta0 ),∀t0 }

(3)

The defender’s aim is to choose a strategy x that maximizes
her own payoff v(x, Ra , P a ):
v(x, Ra , P a ) = maxt∈A(x,Ra ,P a ) Utd (xt , Rtd , Ptd ).

(4)

As in other work in the literature and justified elsewhere,
we assume that the attacker breaks ties in favor of the defender (Von Stengel and Zamir 2004). Given a defender’s
strategy x and an adversary’s payoff (Ra , P a ), we call target t a “key” target if t is the attacked target within the attack
set, i.e., t = argmaxt0 ∈A(x,Ra ,P a ) Utd0 (xt0 , Rtd0 , Ptd0 ). Thus, if t
is the key target, then v(x, Ra , P a ) = Utd (xt , Rtd , Ptd ).
Attacker Payoff Uncertainty. We focus on SPACs (Kiekintveld et al. 2013; Yin et al. 2011) where the defender lacks
the data to precisely estimate attacker payoffs. We assume
that attacker payoffs are known only to lie within specific
a
a
intervals: for each t, we have Rta ∈ Itr = [Rmin
(t), Rmax
(t)]
p
a
a
a
r p
and Pt ∈ It = [Pmin (t), Pmax (t)]. Let I = {(It , It )}t denote
the set of payoff intervals.
Robust Optimization. Robust optimization in SPACs to
date has focused on maximin: the defender chooses a strategy to maximize her worst case utility, over all possible
realizations of attacker payoffs, assuming the attacker responds optimally under that realization (Kiekintveld et al.
2013; Aghassi and Bertsimas 2006). While minimax regret has been successfully used in various domains (Salo and
Hamalainen 2001; Boutilier et al. 2006; Hyafil and Boutilier
2004; Renou and Schlag 2010) and has proven very effective for preference elicitation (Braziunas and Boutilier 2010;
Boutilier 2013), it has not been applied in SPACs.

Solving SPACs using Minimax Regret
We now formulate the minimax regret solution for SPACs
and discuss several methods for its computation.

Minimax Regret
Definition 1. Given uncertainty interval I, the max regret of
defender strategy x ∈ X is:
max
a
a

0

a

a

a

a

max
v(x, R , P )−v(x, R , P )
0

(R ,P )∈I x ∈X

Given payoff uncertainty I, max regret evaluates the quality of strategy x under the worst-case realization of the payoff in I by measuring the worst-case loss in defender utility
of using x rather than the optimal strategy x0 given that realization. To guard against this loss in utility, the defender
can adopt the strategy that minimizes this max regret:
Definition 2. The minimax regret (MMR) of interval I is:
MMR(I) = minx∈X MR(x, I).

{Pta }t

Let R =
and P =
be the the set of attacker rewards/penalties at all targets. The attacker’s attack
set A(x, Ra, P a ), given defender strategy x, contains the targets that give him the highest utility:

MR(x, I) =

Table 1: A 3-target, 1-resource SPAC.



(5)

(6)

A minimax optimal strategy is any x that minimizes this
term. Such a strategy has the strongest optimality guarantee given uncertainty I. Table 1 shows why MMR might be
more valuable than maximin. The optimal defender strategy
under maximin is [1.0, 0.0, 0.0]: it allocates all resources to
the most vulnerable target 1, simply because it has the lowest reward/penalty, despite the fact that defending target 1
provides little benefit. Maximin also leaves targets 2 and
3 unprotected, and has a max regret of 11. By contrast,
MMR diversifies the defender strategy to minimize utility
loss over all payoff realizations. The minimax optimal strategy is [0.34, 0.44, 0.22] which has max regret 6.2.

Computing Minimax Regret
We note that MMR can be formulated as follows:
minx∈X θ

(7)

s.t. θ ≥ v(x0, Ra, P a ) − v(x, Ra, P a ), ∀x0∈ X, (Ra, P a ) ∈ I

Unfortunately, since X and I are continuous, the set of constraints is infinite, and the problem is non-convex, making
MMR computation difficult. One practical approach to optimization with large constraint sets is constraint sampling
(De Farias and Van Roy 2004), coupled with constraint generation (Boutilier et al. 2006). The key idea is to sample a subset of constraints and gradually expand this set
by adding violated constraints to the relaxed problem until convergence to the optimal solution. MIRAGE (MInimax
Regret Algorithm using constraint GEneration), see Alg. 1,
begins by sampling pairs (x, (Ra , P a )) of defender strategies and attacker payoffs uniformly from X and I to obtain a finite set S of sampled constraints. It then solves the
corresponding relaxed optimization program Eq. 7—using
the bCISM algorithm—whose optimal solution (lb, x∗ ) provides a lower bound (lb) on true MMR. Then constraint
generation is applied to determine violated constraints (if
any). This uses the ALARM algorithm, which computes
MR(x∗ , I). This provides an upper bound (ub) on true
MMR. If ub > lb, ALARM’s solution provides us with the
maximally violated constraint (see line 5), which is added to
S. If ub = lb, then x∗ is the minimax optimal strategy and
lb = ub = MMR(I).1
1

While constraint generation can be used by itself, generating
violated constraints is computationally intensive. Initializing with
some randomly sampled constraints offers better performance.

Algorithm 1: Constraint-generation (MIRAGE)

Algorithm 2: Compute minimum coverage given θ

6

Initialize S = φ, ub = ∞, lb = 0 ;
Randomly generate (x0, Ra, P a ), S = S ∪{x0, (Ra, P a )};
while ub > lb do
Call bCISM to compute relaxed MMR w.r.t S. Let x∗ be
its optimal solution with objective value lb;
Call ALARM to compute MR(x∗, I). Let (x0∗, Ra,∗, P a,∗ )
be its optimal solution with objective value ub;
S = S ∪ {x0,∗ , Ra,∗ , P a,∗ };

7

return (lb, x∗ );

1
2
3
4
5

We now detail the two main steps of MIRAGE. The first
step, corresponding to line (4) of MIRAGE, solves a relaxed
version of Eq. 7. This can be formulated as a mixed integer
linear program (MILP) as follows:

1
2
3
4

Initialize lbt = 0, xjt = +∞ ∀j, t;
while true do
for j = 1 to |S| do
for t = 1 to T do
cj,t
t = max{lbt ,

5

7

if cj,t
t > 1 then continue;
foreach k 6= t do

8

cj,t
k = max{lbt ,

9

xjk

6

xjt =

10

(8)

j

θ ≥ v(x0 , Ra,j , P a,j )−Utd (xt , Rtd , Ptd )−(1−qtj )M, ∀j, t
Uta (xt , Rta,j , Pta,j ) + (1 − qtj )M ≥ rj , ∀j, t
j

r ≥
X
t

X
t
j

Uta (xt , Rta,j , Pta,j ),

∀j, t

(9)
(10)
(11)

xt ≤ m, xt ∈ [0, 1], ∀t

(12)

qtj = 1, qtj ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j, t

(13)

r ∈ R, ∀j.

(14)

Here the index j ranges over sampled/generated constraints
j
(x0 , (Ra,j, P a,j )) in S, index t ranges over targets and M is
a large positive constant. Constraints (10-11) ensure that if
t is the key target (i.e qjt = 1) for the j th instance of Ra,j
a,j
0
and P a,j , then Uta (xt , Rta,j , Pta,j )≥Uta0 (xt0, Rta,j
0 , Pt0 ) ∀t .
j
0j
Constraint (9) requires that if qt = 1, then θ ≥ v(x ,
Ra,j , P a,j )−Utd (xt , Rtd , Ptd ).
We dub this mCISM (MILP for Computing dIScretized
MMR), Unfortunately, mCISM becomes quite slow as S
grows. As an alternative, we introduce a binary-search
based algorithm (bCISM) which searches the defender’s
utility space to find the optimal solution in polynomial
time. Intuitively, we search for a strategy x that satisfies constraints (9-14), where θ is computed using binary
search. Specifically, given θ, we compute the defender’s
minimum coverage at each target s.t. θ ≥ v(x0 j, Ra,j, P a,j ) −
j
v(x, Ra,j, P a,j ) is satisfied for all (x0 , (Ra,j , P a,j )) ∈ S,
and then test if x ∈ X (i.e., the strategy is feasible).
j
Let θj = −θ + v(x0 , Ra,j , P a,j ) for the j th constraint
j
in S. We require θ ≤ v(x, Ra,j , P a,j ) for all j ∈ S and x
is computed by Alg. 2. Alg. 2 iterates through two levels of
problem decomposition to find x. First, it finds cj,t
k , the minimum defender coverage at each target k for the j th instance
such that t is the key target and θj ≤ v(x, Ra,j , P a,j ). We
iterate over all possible key targets t to find corresponding
j,t
cj,t
k . Based on these ck ∀t, we then compute the minimum
defender coverage at target k (denoted by xjk ) with k = 1, T ,
which satisfies the constraint θj ≤ v(xj , Ra,j , P a,j ) w.r.t
the j th instance only (lines (4-10)). Then these results of
{xjk }k for all j = 1, |S| will be combined to compute x
(line 11) which we will explain later.

j

= min{xjk , cj,t
k };
j j,t
min{xt , ct };

a,j

a,j

,Pt

a,j

−Rk

Uta (ct ,Rt
Pk

a,j

)−Rk

a,j

};

Set x = {xt : xt = maxj xjt }t ;
if x ∈
/ X then return false;
else if v(x, Ra,j , P a,j ) ≥ θj ∀j then return x;
else lbt = xt ;

11
12

minx,q,r,θ θ

θ j −Ptd
};
Rtd −Ptd

13
14

We now explain lines (4-10). Note that if t is the
key target of the j th instance, then v(xj , Ra,j , P a,j ) =
Utd (xjt , Rtd , Ptd ). Here the algorithm goes through all targets t that could potentially be the key target for the
j th instance to compute cj,t
Specifik with k = 1, T .
d
d
,
R
,
P
)
≥ θj ,
cally, if t is the key target, as Utd (cj,t
t
t
t
θ j −P d

we have cj,t
≥ max{lbt , Rd −Ptd } where lbt is the lower
t
t
t
bound for the defender’s coverage at t (line 5). This
lower bound is updated in each iteration of the while
loop. In addition, for any other target k, it follows that
a,j
a,j
j,t
a,j
a,j
a j,t
Uka (cj,t
k , Rk , Pk ) ≤ Ut (ct , Rt , Pt ) =⇒ ck ≥

a,j
a,j
a,j
Uta (cj,t
)−Rk
t ,Rt ,Pt
}. Thus, the higher the cj,t
a,j
t ,
Pka,j −Rk
a,j
a,j
j,t
the smaller the Uta (ct , Rt , Pt ) and therefore, the higher
the cj,t
k for all k. The minimum coverage for target t is
θ j −P d
then cj,t
= max{lbt , Rd −Ptd } and for other target k is
t
t
t
a,j
a,j
a,j
Uta (cj,t
)−Rk
j,t
t ,Rt ,Pt
ck = max{lbk ,
}.
a,j
a,j
Pk −Rk

max{lbk ,

Proposition 3. Given constraint j, suppose x is a feasible strategy s.t. θj ≤ v(x, Ra,j , P a,j ) with key target t and
2
lower bound xk ≥ lbk , ∀k. Then xk ≥ cj,t
k , ∀k.
0

j,t
Proposition 4. For any constraint j, if cj,t
k > ck for some
j,t
j,t0
target k, then ci ≥ ci for all targets i.

Prop. 3 implies that if xk < cj,t
k for some k, x is not feasible given that t is the key target and θj ≤ v(x, Ra,j , P a,j ).
In other words, cj,t
k is a lower bound on all xk satisfying this condition. Prop. 4 implies that for any pair of
j,t0
key targets t and t0 , cj,t
for all targets k, or vice
k ≥ ck
versa. Taken together, the minimum defender coverages
j
are xjk = mint cj,t
k , ∀k. As strategy x must satisfy θ ≤
j
a,j
a,j
v(x, R , P ) for all j ∈ S, xt ≥ xt , ∀t. Therefore,
xt ≥ maxj xjt , ∀t (line 11).
2

Please see the attached Appendix for proofs of propositions.

Since this minimum coverage xt may be infeasible (i.e.,
x 6∈ X), we test feasibility (line (12)). Furthermore, it may
not be feasible w.r.t. θ as it may now violate the constraints
for the chosen key targets in S. Thus, we check (line (13))
for violations that give an objective value less than θ. If so,
we update the lower bound on xt (line (14)). We repeat until
the constraint x ∈ X is violated or a feasible solution is
found. bCISM thus determines if some feasible x satisfies
θ ≥ v(x0 , Ra , P a ) − v(x, Ra , P a ) for all (x0 , (Ra , P a )) ∈
S. bCISM is guaranteed to provide a δ−optimal solution to
MMR, where δ is the binary-search termination threshold.

Computing Max Regret
The second sub-problem of MIRAGE is computation of
MR(x, I). This is accomplished with ALARM (Approximate Linearization Algorithm for Reckoning Max regret). Given Eq. 5, MR(x, I) requires computing the
strategy x0 and attacker payoff (Ra , P a ) that maximize
the loss of x. However, value of v(x0 , Ra , P a ) =
maxt∈A(x0 ,Ra ,P a ) Utd (x0t , Rtd , Ptd ) depends on the attack set
A(x0 , Ra , P a ), which in turn is determined by the attacker’s
utility at each target t—Uta (x0t , Rta , Pta ) = Rta (1−x0t )+Pta x0t .
This is a non-convex function of variables x0t and (Rta , Pta ),
making max regret a non-convex optimization problem. To
speed up computation, we now develop a linearization.
Both v(x0 , Ra , P a ) and v(x, Ra , P a ) are dictated by the
key targets, which depend on (Ra , P a ) ∈ I and x0 ∈ X. We
partition (I, X) into T 2 subsets such that each pair of targets
t, t0 are the key targets within a particular subset. We then
search over all pairs of possible key targets (t0 , t) to compute
max regret. Specifically, given key targets (t0 , t), max regret
can be reformulated as follows:
max

(Ra ,P a )∈I,x0 ∈X

Utd0 (x0t0 , Rtd0 , Ptd0 ) − Utd (xt , Rtd , Ptd )

(15)

s.t. Uta0 (x0t0 , Rta0 , Pta0 ) ≥ Uka (x0k , Rka , Pka ), ∀k 6= t, t0

(16)

Uta (xt , Rta , Pta ) ≥ Uka (xk , Rka , Pka ), k ∈ N (t)\{t, t0 }
Uta (xt, Rta, Pta ) ≥ Uka (xk, Rka, Pka )+, k ∈
/ N (t)∪{t, t0 }
Uta0 (x0t0 , Rta0 , Pta0 ) ≥ Uta (x0t , Rta , Pta )
Uta (xt , Rta , Pta ) ≥ Uta0 (xt0 , Rta0 , Pta0 ) if t0 ∈ N (t)
Uta (xt , Rta , Pta ) ≥ Uta0 (xt0 , Rta0 , Pta0 ) +  if t0 ∈
/ N (t)

(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)

where N (t) = {k : Utd (xt , Rtd , Ptd ) ≥ Ukd (xk , Rkd , Pkd )} is
the set of targets at which the defender utility is lower than
the utility at t, and  is a small positive constant. We separate constraints for key and non-key targets for expository purposes. Constraints (17, 18, 20, 21) ensure that t
is the key target w.r.t. x, while  ensures the strict inequality Uta (xt , Rta , Pta ) > Uka (xk , Rka , Pka ) when Utd (xt , Rtd , Ptd ) <
Ukd (xk , Rkd , Pkd ) (or when k ∈
/ N (t)); otherwise, the attacker
will attack k instead of t (by tie-breaking). We do allow violation of the tie-breaking constraint for the key target t0 w.r.t.
x0 for each sub-problem (15-21). Searching over all possible key targets t0 guarantees the final solution will meet the
tie-breaking assumption.
Note that (Rka , Pka ) and x0 are involved in computing
Uka (x0k , Rka , Pka ) which makes this utility function nonconvex (constraints (16–19)). We could solve the MR prob-

lem (Eq. 15) using existing commercial solvers for nonconvex optimization (e.g., Knitro): (a) solve a non-convex
program for every combination of key targets (Multi-NLP);
or (b) formulate it as a mixed integer non-linear program
(MINLP, see Appendix). However, these perform poorly, as
we show below. Hence we use binary search to linearize
these non-convex constraints to approximate MR (noting
that they can be linearized if x0t0 and x0t are known).
Definition 5. (ALARM binary search decision problem)
Given a value θ, and t0 , t as key targets: are there
(Ra , P a ) ∈ I and x0 ∈ X satisfying (16–21) and
Utd0 (x0t0 , Rtd0 , Ptd0 ) − Utd (xt , Rtd , Ptd ) ≥ θ?
Proposition 6. If Problem 5 has a feasible solution, then
a
the following solution is feasible: Rka = Rmin
(k) and
a
a
0
0
Pk = Pmin (k), ∀k 6= t, t ; and xt0 = x0min (t0 ) =
max{0,

θ+Utd (xt ,Rtd,Ptd )−Ptd0
Rtd0−Ptd0

}.

(Rka , Pka )

a
a
Thus, by replacing
with (Rmin
(k), Pmin
(k)), for
0
0
0
0
all k 6= t, t and xt0 with xmin (t ), we are left with one
non-convex constraint (19). We circumvent this non-convex
constraint by converting Problem 5 into the following optimization with a non-convex objective:

max

{x0k }k6=t0,Rta,Pta,Rta0,Pta0

Uta0 (x0t0, Rta0, Pta0 )−Uta (x0t, Rta, Pta ) (22)

s.t. updated (16–18, 20–21)

(23)

Intuitively, constraint (19) is translated into the objective (22), maintaining other constraints with their updates
a
a
(Rmin
(k), Pmin
(k)) and x0min (t0 ).
Proposition 7. If the optimum of (22) is no less than zero,
Problem 5 has a feasible solution; otherwise it is infeasible.
As the objective (22) remains non-convex, and direct nonconvex methods are inefficient, we apply the following linearization:
Proposition 8. If x0t is fixed, then the {x0k }k6=t0,t which minimizes maxk6=t,t0 Uka (x0k, Rka, Pka ) are optimal for (22).
Recall that our variables are Rta , Pta , Rta0 , Pta0 and x0k (k 6=
0
t ). Given a value of x0t , by Prop. 8 we can apply ORIGAMI
(Kiekintveld et al. 2009) to compute x0k for all k 6= t, t0
to minimize maxk6=t,t0 Uka (x0k , Rka , Pka ). The remaining variables are Rta , Pta , Rta0 , Pta0 . Starting with an initial value
x0t and the corresponding x0k for all k 6= t, t0 computed
by ORIGAMI, our local search, see Alg. 3, gradually updates (Rta , Pta , Rta0 , Pta0 ) and x0k6=t0 to find a local optimum
of Eq. (22). In Alg. 3, obj ∗ and obj ∗∗ are the optimal objective values of Eq. (22) given x0k6=t0 and (Rta , Pta , Rta0 , Pta0 )∗ ,
respectively. By fixing either x0k6=t0 or (Rta , Pta , Rta0 , Pta0 ),
Eq. (22) becomes a linear program, allowing is to readily
obtain a local optimal solution. Our experiments show that
randomly initializing x0t even just five times typically suffices to find a global optimum.

Payoff Elicitation
Typically, defenders employ the services of expert risk analysts to assess the attacker payoffs at targets (Shieh et al.
2012). While our MMR methods offer robust decisions in

Algorithm 4: Preference elicitation

inf;
which minimize max0 Uka (x0k , Rka , Pka )
k6=t,t

6

using ORIGAMI;
while δ > 0 do
Given x0k6=t0 , solve (22-23) to obtain obj ∗ and
(Rta , Pta , Rta0 , Pta0 )∗ ;
Given (Rta , Pta , Rta0 , Pta0 )∗ , solve (22-23) to obtain obj ∗∗
and x0k6=t0 ;
δ = obj ∗∗ − obj ∗ ;

7

return (obj ∗∗ , (Rta , Pta , Rta0 , Pta0 )∗ , x0k6=t0 ;

3
4

5

the face of payoff uncertainty, the max regret level may
be too large in certain cases. Thus we develop an interactive process whereby the defender can reduce her uncertainty w.r.t. attacker payoffs by querying the expert, at
some cost, for additional information about these payoffs.
Note however that reducing uncertainty for its own sake
often fails to improve max regret (Boutilier et al. 2006;
Braziunas and Boutilier 2010); attention must be focused on
those payoffs that actually influence decisions. We develop
preference elicitation strategies driven by MMR that focus
on “relevant” uncertainty. Generally, queries and payoff assessment continue until MMR reaches an acceptable level or
some budget limit is met.
We consider bound queries, widely used in preference
elicitation (Boutilier et al. 2006; French 1986), in which an
expert is asked whether the attacker reward/penalty at some
target t is greater than some value p. For example, if reward interval at target t is [0, 10], we can ask if the reward
is greater than 5. A positive (negative) response increases
the lower bound to 5 (decreases the upper bound to 5). We
assume each query qt is associated with a single target t,
and queries both the reward Rta and penalty Pta terms at the
midpoints of their corresponding intervals Itr and Itp (since
assessment of a target generally provides information about
both). Thus each query has four possible responses. Query
costs may vary with the target.
Since reducing uncertainty at different targets impacts
max regret differently, and we may have a fixed budget,
queries must be chosen effectively. Alg. 4 outlines our elicitation procedure. We now describe three heuristic query
selection strategies.
Myopic strategy. We compute the average regret reduction
over the four possible responses to each query (target) and
query the target with the greatest average reduction.
Approximate strategy. The Myopic strategy may be computationally inefficient as it relies on exact computation of
MMR for all 4T query responses. This strategy uses bCISM
to approximate MMR.
Optimistic/pessimistic strategy. To maximize regret, attacker payoffs are set within uncertainty intervals to induce the attacker to select targets that cause greatest defender loss: let the MMR solution set attacker payoffs to
a
a
be (R , P ). If a query at target t obtains a response that
a
makes the attacker’s (say) reward Rt infeasible (by respond-

1
2
3
4
5
6

Initialize totalcost = 0, regret = ∞;
while totalcost < budget or regret > thres do
Find the best target t∗ using an elicitation strategy;
Ask a bound query regarding payoff of target t∗ ;
Update uncertainty interval Inew ;
Update totalcost, recompute M M R;
a

ing with the half interval of Itr not containing Rt ) max regret may be reduced significantly. Our optimistic heuristic
evaluates queries by assuming optimistically that each query
response will rule out the current “regret-inducing” attacker
at that target, and selects the query that, assuming this response, offers the greatest MMR reduction. Our pessimistic
strategy is analogous. We combine the Optimistic and Pessimistic strategies with the Approximate strategy by replacing the exact MMR computation with the approximation
(bCISM), thereby increasing their computational efficiency.
We call these strategies Opt-Approx and Pess-Approx.

Experimental Evaluation
We evaluate the runtime and solution quality of our algorithms on games generated using GAMUT.3 All experiments
were run on a 2.83GHz Intel processor with 4GB of RAM,
using CPLEX 12.3 for LP/MILPs and KNITRO 8.0.0.z for
nonlinear optimization. We set the covariance value r ∈
[0.0, 1.0] with step size λ = 0.2 to control the correlation of
attacker and defender rewards. Upper and lower bounds for
payoff intervals are generated randomly from [−14, −1] for
penalties and [1, 14] for rewards, with the difference between
the upper and lower bound (i.e., interval size) exactly 2 (this
gives payoff uncertainty of roughly 30%). All results are averaged over 120 instances (20 games per covariance value)
and use eight defender resources unless otherwise specified.
All comparison results with our algorithms are statistically
significant under bootstrap-t (α = 0.05).
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Figure 1: Evaluating discretized MMR algorithms
Evaluating MMR Algorithms We first evaluate our algorithms for discretized MMR. Fig. 1(a) shows runtimes
of bCISM with 10, 25 and 40 initial samples from S, and
mCISM with 10 samples. bCISM is roughly 68 times faster
than mCISM, with 60 targets, and is relatively insensitive to
the number of initial samples. Fig. 1(b) plots solution quality, showing that bCISM’s approximate solutions are within
0.01% of the mCISM’s optima. We see that the computational efficiency of bCISM provides almost no impact in solution quality.
3

See http://gamut.stanford.edu/.
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Figure 2: Evaluating algorithms for computing MR
We next evaluate three MR algorithms, ALARM (with 1,
10 and 20 samples of x0t ), MINLP, and Multi-NLP. Fig. 2(a)
shows that MINLP and Multi-NLP’s runtime increases exponentially with the number of targets. All instances of
ALARM run approximately 100 (resp., 30) times faster than
MINLP (resp., Multi-NLP) with 100 targets. Fig. 2(b) plots
their relative solution quality and shows that ALARM, despite its exponential speedup, has at most a 1% (avg.) loss
in solution quality vs. MINLP and Multi-NLP.
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Figure 3: Evaluating MIRAGE properties
Since bCISM and ALARM handily outperform the other
algorithms, we now evaluate MIRAGE only using bCISM
and ALARM as its relaxed-MMR and MR subroutines.
Fig. 3(a) plots runtime of MIRAGE with 3000 and 100 samples (constraints) added every iteration with the number of
targets. For 50 targets, MIRAGE takes about 10 minutes,
and converges after 15 iterations. Also, with 100 samples,
MIRAGE takes longer to converge and runs roughly 6 times
slower than the 3000 sample case. Its runtime increases
roughly by a factor of 14 for every 5 targets. Fig. 3(b) shows
MIRAGE’s runtime as a function of the number of iterations
in 10–40 target games, while Fig. 3(c) shows the progress of
MIRAGE’s upper and lower bounds on MMR for 20 and 40
target games as iterations progress. Together they demonstrate a promising anytime profile, allowing early termination with reasonably high quality solutions. For instance
Fig. 3(c) with 20 targets, nine iterations of MIRAGE results in a solution that is within 5% of minimax optimality.
Fig. 3(d) shows tradeoff between runtime and (upper bound
on) MMR for 20–40 targets (until convergence), which confirms the positive anytime profile.
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Figure 4: Evaluating payoff elicitation strategies
Evaluating Payoff Elicitation Strategies We analyze the
performance of the three elicitation strategies described
above—Myopic, Opt-Approx and Pess-Approx—as well as
a Random strategy (with target queries chosen at random,
but eliciting at midpoints as above). We test on small problems with five targets (Random-S, etc.) and large problems with 20 targets (Random-L, etc.). Fig. 4(a) shows how
MMR decreases as we ask queries using the different strategies. We see that Myopic is the most effective strategy, followed by Opt-Approx, Pess-Approx, and Random, which
performs worst. Fig. 4(b) plots runtime of the entire payoff
elicitation process using the different strategies. Fig. 4(b)
shows that Myopic takes roughly 20 times longer than the
other three strategies. We also see that Opt-Approx is not
much slower (1.08 times) than Random and Pess-Approx
runs 1.24 times slower than Random. We use five-target
games primarily to compare Myopic to the other methods—
at 20 targets, Myopic is intractable and cannot be evaluated.
With five targets, the strategies (unsurprisingly) do not vary
too much in elicitation (MMR) performance. However, with
20 targets, Opt-Approx reduces MMR significantly faster
than Random or Pess-Approx. Given its computational effectiveness, it seems to be a reasonable choice for payoff
elicitation. However, all strategies point to a variety of tradeoffs that depending on the task at hand and available budget,
may make them viable.

Summary
Despite significant applications of SSGs for protecting major critical infrastructure, research on robustness in SSGs has
focused only on one concept: maximin defined over interval
uncertainty of payoffs. This approach unfortunately leads to
extremely conservative security allocations. To remedy this
major drawback, this paper proposes the use of MMR as
a decision criterion for payoff-uncertain SSGs and presents
efficient algorithms for computing MMR for such games.
Furthermore, we, for the first time address the challenge of
preference elicitation in SSGs, providing novel regret-based
solution strategies. Finally, experimental results validate the
effectiveness of our approaches.
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